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SPEECH NOTES FOR THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN, OPENING CHRISTMAS EARTH 
FAIR. WAYVILLE. 14.12.74. 
Mr. Steed, ladies and gentlemen ; 
Thank you very much for asking me to open the new Christmas Earth Fair. 
The Fair seems now to be well on the way to becoming an established part 
of the Adelaide scene. I'm glad, because it seems to me such an 
essentially cheerful event at a traditionally cheerful season - if it's 
not a particularly cheerful time for other reasons. 
When he invited me to open the Fair, Mr. Steed described it as providing 
a down-to-earth approach to Christmas shopping, and obviously he's right. 
It's also another showcase for our rapidly developing range of craft 
industries. 
And certainly no-one could accuse the organisers of being narrow in 
i^^ir approach to what constitutes a craft or cottage industry. 
By my count, on the advance publicity alone, some73 items were specified 
in what was disarmingly described as "just a few of the crafts on sale". 
As many of you will be aware, my Government has a vigorous programme to 
encourage the growth of the design and craft industries. 
It's one of those areas for which we think South Australia is especially 
suited; where the returns rapidly and rewardingly justify the 
relatively modest investment involved; where there are tangible .and 
intangible benefits well beyond the dollar sales statistics generated. 
And this has been the year when it all began to happen. 
A^Jfcrmal and detailed enquiry initiated in December 1971 was followed 
by the establishment of the Craft Authority then latterly the move into 
productior.and direct assistance to craftsmen and craftswomen. This 
official stream of activity has contributed to the creation of a public 
mood of increased awareness of receptivity to the talents of the crafts 
here generally, whether or not the practitioners are involved with 
Governmental programmes. 
We began by sayihg we had it within us - given proper encouragement -
to emulate such noted craft experts as the Swedes, the Danes and the 
Italians. We're now confidently looking forward to exhibiting our 
products interstate and overseas. 
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I think one of our newspaper critics struck the right note this week 
when, speaking of the Jam Factory's new exhibition, she referred to the 
increasing refinement of some goods and the jewel-like quality of others. 
In some areas we are learning and improving at a rate that would have 
seemed impossible a few years ago - in others we are establishing our 
own distinctive expertise and creating a new Australian market. 
We now have, I believe, a basis from which we can build a truly 
significant industry, one that's especially South Australian in flavour. 
It's no accident that our pioneering work has already attracted the 
attention of the Federal Government with a view to its being taken up 
elsewhere. 
The Christmas Earth Fair is further and impressive evidence that the 
cottage industries are indeed alive and thriving in South Australia. 
J ® what better proof, too, than the fact that this year the number of 
stallholders has doubled. 
My congratulations to the organisers: I wish the exhibitors a good and 
profitable weekend: may your customers go away laden and contented. 
I have very much pleasure in formally declaring the fair open. 
Thank You. 
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Mr. Steed, ladies and gentlemen : 
Thank you very much for asking me to open the new Christmas Earth Fair. 
The Fair seems now to be well on the way to becoming an established part 
of the Adelaide scene. I'm glad, because it seems to me such an 
essentially cheerful event at a traditionally cheerful season - if it's 
not a particularly cheerful time for other reasons. 
When he invited me to open the Fair, Mr. Steed described it as providing 
a down-to—earth approach to Christmas shopping, and obviously he's right. 
It's also another showcase for our rapidly developing range of craft 
industries. 
And certainly no-one could accuse the organisers of being narrow in 
^ ^ i r approach to what constitutes a craft or cottage industry.. 
By my count, on the advance publicity alone, some73 items were specified 
in what was disarmingly described as "just a few of the crafts on sale". 
As many of you will be aware, my Government has a vigorous programme to 
encourage the growth of the design and craft industries. 
It's one of those areas for which we think South Australia is especially 
suited; where the returns rapidly and rewardingly justify the 
relatively modest investment involved; where there are tangible and 
intangible benefits well beyond the dollar sales statistics generated. 
And this has been the year when it all began to happen. 
A^fermal and detailed enquiry initiated in December 1971 was followed 
by the establishment of the Craft Authority then latterly the move into 
productior.and direct assistance to craftsmen and craftswomen. This 
official stream of activity has contributed to the creation of a public 
mood of increased awareness of receptivity to the talents of the crafts 
here generally, whether or not the practitioners are involved with 
Governmental programmes. 
We began by sayihg we had it within us - given proper encouragement -
to emulate such noted craft experts as the Swedes, the Danes and .the 
Italians. We're now confidently looking forward to exhibiting our 
products interstate and overseas. 
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increasing refinement of some goods and the jewel-like quality of others, 
In some areas we are learning and improving at a rate that would have 
seemed impossible a few years ago - in others we are establishing our 
own distinctive expertise and creating a new Australian market. 
We now have, I believe, a basis from which we can build a truly 
significant industry, one that's especially South Australian in flavour. 
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attention of the Federal Government with a view to its being taken up 
elsewhere. 
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cottage industries are indeed alive and thriving in South Australia. 
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